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Marina da Gama News magazine. It
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that all who contribute do so in
good faith with honest intent and
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Content and opinions and such like
published in the local newsletter
are the responsibility of and for the
accountability of the author whose
submissions are published.
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From the Chair
A message from Richard Midgley,
ExCom’s incoming Chair
It is with pride and a deep sense of privilege that I assume the
Chairmanship of the Marina Da Gama Association Executive Committee
(MDGA ExCom).
We have an amazing ExCom team that has operated exceptionally well
over the past year, with commitment, focus and dedication. An outstanding
group of volunteers!
The MDGA is in an excellent position, with funds, administration systems,
and controls. A big vote of thanks must go to my predecessor, Cheryl
Philip, for her tireless efforts in building such a strong foundation. Thank
you, Cheryl!
I am sure that all our residents are continually amazed at the Marina’s
beauty, with its abundant flora and fauna; and its peaceful, safe, childfriendly neighbourhoods with their waterways, walkways and public open
spaces.
Our ExCom is committed to making this wonderful place even better
by strengthening our interactions with residents, enabling us to better
understand your needs and requirements. With this in mind, Patrick
McKenna, who edits the Marina da Gama News, will work alongside his
ExCom colleagues Lise Carswell and Scott Attfield to review all our online
and offline communication channels and recommend any new channels we
should use to communicate and interact with our members.
Looking ahead, our other priorities will include:
Gardening Under Scott, we will relook at the In My Backyard initiative
(IMBY) to better channel and direct our gardening services. We will also
look at restructuring our gardening efforts with the possible use of local
Marina garden service contractors. The aim is to improve our service
delivery and react more quickly to residents’ needs.
Accounting Our system needs updating to make its information more
current and allow us to respond more quickly to residents with questions
about accounts, financial reporting and controls.
Waterways We are very fortunate to live on the Marina’s waterways. But
for Cape Nature and Zandvlei Estuary Nature Reserve’s Kyran Wright, in
particular, maintaining the safety of our waters while working on the canals’
aesthetics is a constant struggle. We will continue to assist and support
Kyran’s efforts through our interactions with the Zandvlei Protected Areas
Advisory Committee (ZPAAC) via ExCom members Angus Hemp and Paul
Higgins; and through the involvement of their ExCom colleague, Lathif
Gafoor, with the City of Cape Town’s Ward 64.
Safety and security These areas require continuous vigilance. Fortunately,
Peter Allen, ExCom’s Security portfolio holder, is well-connected in these
matters and receives valuable intelligence to assist our safety and security
efforts.
Standards These play a big part in maintaining and enhancing the value of
our properties and we need to achieve a delicate balance in enforcing them
during these tough economic times. Our Standards portfolio holder, Digby
Colman, is well placed to handle the challenges.

Uitsig As ExCom’s representative for Uitsig, Valerie
Benson will offer ExCom a better insight into the needs
and concerns of her neighbours.

our residents while our Marina Support card initiative will
continue to assist our neighbours. Your donations to these
two initiatives are most welcome.

Coronavirus response The lockdown has had a
devastating impact on our residents and, even more
so, on our neighbours across Prince George Drive. As
Marina residents and as members of the MDGA, we
can be really proud of our response to the plight of both
groups. Under the caring leadership of Lise Carswell, our
Ubuntu programme will continue to address the needs of

Having set out ExCom’s priorities for the year ahead, I
look forward to working with my fellow ExCom members
to ensure we meet the standards that you expect – and
deserve – as Marina da Gama residents.

Richard Midgley

MDGA ExCom Chair (from 1 July 2020)

At the MDGA, we are committed to working together as a community to put pressure
on the relevant authorities to improve our surroundings and safety. Please feel free to
get in touch with us with any ideas, thoughts or concerns.

A final farewell from the old guard
I first joined the Marina da Gama Association (MDGA)
Executive Committee (ExCom) five years ago and I held
the position of Chairperson for 3½ years. I can’t say they
have been the best years of my life. In fact, it was damn
hard work – and lots of it, too.

And so to the other members of the old guard, who have

We have overcome many challenges along the way
and I believe that the old guard is leaving the Marina
in a very comfortable position. Here are some of the
positives:

worked alongside me throughout the years; and many

Jimmy Fitzpatrick and Trevor Quelch, who did not
stand for re-election; Robin Carlisle and Boudje Giljam,
who joined ExCom at the same time as me and have
of the residents who have been there in word and deed.
Thanks to all of you. I am grateful for the support and
confidence you had in me.

•

Our financial position is extremely strong.

•

Our security service, which has cost more than
R350 00 over the past two years, has paid
dividends: our suburb probably has one of the
lowest crime rates in the Western Cape.

they are one and the same. I have always been the hard

We have a gardening system that functions with the
help of our members, who often work alongside our
gardeners.

standing up in public and conducting a meeting. I no

We have improved transparency and
communications with our members through our
Facebook page, electronic communications, website
and our full-colour, professionally produced Marina
da Gama News magazine. What other suburb can
boast such a publication?

to the newly elected ExCom members, many of whom

•

•

•

•
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been my support throughout the years. They include

We are extremely fortunate to have Kyran Wright as
Reserve Manager of the Zandvlei Estuary Nature
Reserve (ZENR). Committed and hands-on, he has
pushed, alongside ExCom, for the new weed-eater
and a smaller secondary machine for the waterways.
Our Marina Support Card, which has raised around
R120 000 towards helping some of our neediest
neighbours in Vrygrond during the lockdown.

When asked about my greatest fear and challenge –
worker and the support behind the person in charge. I
was surprised and honoured to be appointed as Chair
of the MDGA ExCom, but my overwhelming fear was
longer have a panic attack before chairing any meeting.
On this note, I make my final exit and hand you over
have been active on the committee for several years. I
wish them all the very best and am sure that they will
receive as much support from our loyal members as
I did. They are very fortunate to have our office staff,
Marcia and Robbie, working alongside them. They are
simply the best!
So, as I bow out to spend more time with my husband,
Ray, I wish you all good-bye, totsiens, au revoir and
shalom.

Cheryl Philip

ExCom Chairperson until 1 July 2020

Catching up with Kyran
When things go wrong with our waterways,
the first person that many residents think of
contacting is Kyran Wright. Hardly surprising.
Since taking over as Reserve Manager of the
Zandvlei Estuary Nature Reserve (ZENR), he
has proved to be an indispensable asset to our
community. However, to ensure we continue
to benefit from his passion and know-how, we
thought it would be useful to ask Kyran where
his responsibilities to the Marina begin and end,
and about the long list of other tasks on his To
Do list.
Who exactly do you report to and which City of Cape
Town (CoCT) department do you work for?
I report to the Biodiversity Area Manager for the Deep
South, Owen Wittridge. I am a CoCT official and work
for the Biodiversity Management Branch, which falls
under the Environmental Management Department in the
Spatial Planning and Environment Directorate.
What are your main responsibilities?
My job description is very broad, but my main areas
of responsibility are managing Zandvlei’s biodiversity
strategy and network; nature conservation, including
managing around 25 staff and contractors, various
projects, plus all our vehicles; assisting regional
management; administering the reserve, including
visitors; and, of course, engaging and communicating
with key stakeholders.
This just gives a taste of how diverse and wide my remit
is. In fact, my full job description takes up most of an
A4 page. Random words that appear on my To Do list
range from Kingfisher, pondweed and invasive species to
controlled fires, tourism, illegal activities and supervising
students. Even snake call-outs.
I am also expected to volunteer for various other roles
beyond my core responsibilities. For example, I serve on
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the Ecological Management Committee, which oversees
all the CoCT’s ecological decisions ranging from baboon
management to research applications.
I can find myself getting caught up in reactive work, and
there is never any shortage of that. The trick is to be
proactive!
Perhaps you can expand on the engagement and
communication aspect of your role. This makes you
the public face of the reserve, but what type of work
does it involve?
Again: very broad. For example, it means building and
sustaining partnerships with different community and
volunteer groups, and making sure they feel involved and
engaged with the reserve. It also means communicating
with wider audiences about the work we are doing. That
could, for example, mean reporting issues and compiling
press releases. Another part of this job is helping to
resolve any complaints.

Kyran on… Lockdown

Kyran on… Water quality

“The closure of the reserve caused significant
opposition, so the pressure on our security
services increased. Typically, we host around
3 000 school children every year. But we
lost our entire winter holiday educational
programme and future programmes are also
under threat.”

“The pondweed has made a recovery and we
are expecting a growth spurt in spring, which
will hopefully clear the water. It’s important to
note that the base ecosystem is still functioning.
In fact, our fish populations are incredibly
healthy.”

Which brings us to the Marina. Our readers will want
to know where you responsibilities for our waterways
end.
Here goes: I am not responsible for the Marina’s flood
management, solid waste (managing and servicing litter
traps), law enforcement, servitudes, jetties or the first 2
metres of water in front of residents’ properties. Legally,
I have no responsibility either for reticulation – including
sewerage spills.

Kyran on… Re-opening Park Island
“During lockdown, I am under direct instructions
from the City Manager. These instructions come
from the National Disaster Regulations, which
prohibit the opening of nature reserves. If we
were to open Park Island, we would be breaking
national legislation.”

Quite understandably, though, sewerage leaks are a
major concern among Marina residents. But if you are
not responsible for handling them, who is and what
role do you play?
When it comes to responding to spills and communicating
with ratepayers, the responsibility lies with other CoCT
departments, specifically Water and Sanitation. Obviously,
however, sewerage spills have a direct impact on the
reserve, its biodiversity and users. As a result, I usually
play a role in co-ordinating the response teams. Generally,
I am also the first person to receive a notification of a spill.
To ensure an immediate response and speedy
rectification, I report it to the CoCT’s Reticulation
Department. I then initiate the Emergency Protocol
that CoCT has developed to respond effectively as an
organisation. This involves reporting events to various
officials, line functions and political heads. I also take
the lead in communicating with local residents. I’m sure
all your readers are familiar with my sewage alerts! In
addition, I advocate for emergency water sampling and
even conduct tests myself to speed up the processes.
I am sure our readers will find that clarification useful.
Just to be 100% clear, what are you not responsible
for when it comes to sewerage spills?
I do not get involved in reporting spills to national or
provincial government and am not allowed to directly
address the media. However, I often help draft media
statements for members of CoCT’s Mayoral Committee
(MAYCO).
I think it’s important to clarify that although we are CoCT
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officials working at a CoCT nature reserve, my colleagues
and I are on the receiving end of these spills – we do not
produce them. They are as disruptive to the reserve as
they are to local residents. Together, we suffer the same
damage caused by every spill.
Finally, let’s talk rubbish! What are your
responsibilities when it comes to clearing litter after a
downpour – and where do your powers end?
Again, it’s an engagement issue. Specifically: advocating
for the timely clearing of the upstream canals and
servicing upstream residents. Responsibility for clearing
rubble build-up in the canals lies with CoCT’s Roads
and Stormwater Department. Responsibility for clearing
litter traps lies with the Stormwater and Solid Waste
departments. But once litter is in the vlei, it becomes the
reserve’s problem.
In response, we conduct regular shoreline litter removals
in the main reserve and I help co-ordinate and empower
local community groups doing litter clean-ups. Every
quarter, for example, we provide hundreds of black bags
to various community groups to use on the vlei.
But I am fully aware that litter remains a major issue
for many people. The fact is that once it is in the vlei,
it is very difficult to remove. The problem can seem an
insurmountable, but if we could solve problems upstream,
our litter load in the vlei would be greatly reduced.

Kyran on… The MDGA ExCom
“We have a very good relationship, I think. I am
in close contact with various portfolio heads
and the administrators. I often send out alerts
via the ExCom to communicate effectively with
residents on issues like sewage spills, closures
and so on.”

Kyran on… His passion
“I am driven by the chance to contribute
towards restoring an area I am passionate
about so we can protect our unique, incredibly
important natural resources while exposing as
many people as possible from all communities
to nature in general and Zandvlei in particular.
To me, Zandvlei is one of Cape Town’s hidden
gems and my job is to show it off to the public
in the best possible light.”

Meet the
litter busters
It happens every year, of course. But when the first
significant rains of 2020 unleashed the season’s first deluge
of rubbish towards Zandvlei over the Easter weekend,
COVID-19 ensured emptying the Marina’s litter traps would
be even tougher than usual. Fortunately, teamwork and
persistence from key players won the day.
As the City of Cape Town (CoCT)’s clean-up contractor
prepared to empty the traps, they were told they couldn’t
proceed without special permits, thanks to lockdown
regulations. The weather was vile, the nets were straining
and the pressure was on.
With support from various people – notably Kyran Wright
and ExCom member Lathif Gafoor, among others –
Alphonso Julies, who manages the CoCT team, pushed
back urgently, pointing out that his team was providing an
essential service.
Long story short, collective pressure paid off, common
sense prevailed and the permits arrived. To make up for the
delay, Alphonso and his seven-strong team worked into the
dark and stormy night, using their vehicles headlights to
help protect our waterways from the litter.
On behalf of all Marina residents, a big thank you to
everyone involved, especially Alphonso and his litter
busters.

ELECTRICAL
C
R
A Graham Laurie

Photos emailed by Kyran Wright.

WHISTLING JACK’S
H A N D Y M A N S E R V IC E S

Licensed electrician

Electrical - Pool and Borehole pumps
Hot Water Cylindars - Electrical Compliance Certificates

P.O. Box 23
Constantia, 7848

Marina Da Gama resident
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Cell: 083 358 9086
glaurie@lantic.net

T IM R O L S T O N
aka: Whistling Jack

0836260467
EMAIL: rolston@iafrica.com
All kinds of home maintenance, renovation and repair..

Food Collection Eastlake, and Uitsig COVID19 Cooks.
In total, there are around 109 Marina residents on these
groups, mainly women. In fact, our community response
has been driven primarily by local Marina women –
which is so awesome to see.
In terms of logistics, I co-ordinate the Marina
collections. I have a spreadsheet listing everyone who
is contributing each week. We have five or six drivers –
again mostly women, with two men – who do the actual
pick-ups, all wearing masks and using sanitizer. The
night before the collections, I email each driver with
the collection addresses, contact numbers and names.
We have drivers from each part of the Marina, so they
mostly collect in their own areas.

Where does all the food go to?

Saluting our
local heroes
One of the positives to emerge from the
coronavirus crisis is the amazing support that
Marina residents have shown towards our
less privileged neighbours. Hundreds of us
have donated thousands of rands worth of
time, money, effort and raw ingredients into
helping people in areas such as Vrygrond and
Capricorn. ExCom member and community
volunteer Valerie Benson talked us through the
different local support initiatives, including the
feeding scheme she has been helping to run
since lockdown started.
But first, we’d like to start with an apology to our other
Marina volunteers for not naming them all individually.
As Valerie says: “On average, my feeding initiative

collects cooked food from between 100 to 103
Marina residents every week. And that’s just one
scheme. So, as you can imagine, it wouldn’t be
possible to name all the volunteers involved. We
would inevitably leave out someone’s name – and
that wouldn’t be fair.”

So, how have you and your fellow volunteers
organised your response to the lockdown?
With a lot of help from social media! I currently have
three Marina WhatsApp groups running: Marina Cooks,
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It all goes to Where Rainbows Meet (WRM) in Vrygrond,
which is run by Mymoena Scholtz. She is the real star
of this show; we are simply supporting her. I should also
name-check Marina residents Mandy Marr, Annette de
Bruyn, Wendy Purdon and Sue Gie, who have been
involved with WRM and Vrygrond since way before this
initiative started.
There are currently 30 soup kitchens operating in
Vrygrond, many but not all of them linked to WRM. WRM
also distributes large donations from businesses like
Lancewood Cheese. The last donation of cheese from
Lancewood was worth R331 000, if memory serves.

Can you tell us the other voluntary groups in
our area?
Again: there are so many groups out there that it’s
difficult to mention them all. Apart from the WhatsApp
cooking groups in the Marina, there are the GoodLuck
Soupies, who are supported by Jules Harding and her
bandmates in GoodLuck. Together, they have raised a
huge amount of money for WRM – well into six figures. I
am also aware of several street food cooking initiatives
in, for example, Battle Ridge and Cable Close.
The Marina Community Action Network (CAN) is
supporting the Thula Baby Project in Vrygrond – among
other schemes. The Costa da Gama/Capricorn CAN
community kitchen provides cooked meals to its local
residents and the Muizenberg CAN community kitchen
is feeding between 150 and 200 local residents every
day from the Blue Bird Garage.
The WRM drivers have also formed a WhatsApp group
that helps to collect non-food donations from nonMarina areas. Then there are all the other NGOs doing
such great work. I believe there are around 26 of them,
including – for example – Breadline Africa, which is
run by Marina resident Marion Wagner; and the Sozo
Foundation, headed by Anton and Elana Cuyler, also
from the Marina.

And by the end of June, the Ubuntu fund – specifically
set up to support Marina residents in need – was
feeding 26 people, mainly through food donations from
other Marina neighbours and a regular donation of a
Checkers voucher every week.
So many people with so much to tell!

And so much more to do. How long will you
continue to provide support to our neighbours?
For as long as our volunteers and donors want to
keep volunteering and donating. Whether we’re under
lockdown or not, people will still go hungry.

Apart from making a huge difference to these
people, what is the most positive thing to have come
from this crisis?
For me personally and for our volunteers, the most
valuable legacy is the unprecedented community spirit
these initiatives have generated within the Marina. All of
us have met neighbours in other parts of the Marina and
become friends. These connections are so precious!
People wanted to contribute but didn’t know how to.
These schemes have allowed them to cook within
the safety of their homes and still make a worthwhile
contribution. It really feels like we are working together to
achieve something meaningful. We are all so grateful to
be a part of our wonderful, generous Marina community.
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An exttrraaordinary times!
for ex
A true local heroine
As we went to press, Mymoena Scholtz, who runs
Where Rainbows Meet, told her supporters: “For
your information, the kitchens we support provide
11 880 meals every day. And that doesn’t count the
meals that adult family members collect in icecream containers for their children at home”.
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Every day, around 200 local residents receive a
decent meal cooked at the Blue Bird Garage by
CAN Muizenberg volunteers. They are among
hundreds of other lockdown volunteers from around
the Marina and surrounding areas.
(Photos: Patrick McKenna)

Yes we CAN!
As well as slaving over hot ovens and delivering
hundreds of meals every week, volunteers from the
Marina Community Action Network (CAN) also found
time and energy to launch a blanket and poncho
drive to help protect vulnerable babies from the harsh
winter weather. They also donated essential baby
supplies to mothers in need. Just another example of
our community spirit in action.
(Photos: Wendy Purdon)

YOUR NAME HERE!
Advertising in the Marina
da Gama News is a
reliable, cost-effective way
to promote your business
to the local community.
Contact Marcia Fritz via
marinadagama@iafrica.com

for details and rates.

COMBAT FORCE PROVIDES:
- security guarding services
- installation and maintenance of alarm and
CCTV systems
- monitoring of all types of alarm systems
- off site monitoring of CCTV cameras
- armed response services

Give us a call on 021 706 7775
for a cracking good service at a
cost-effective rate!
Combat Force – Clearly the Best Choice!
T’s and C’s apply
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“Our community response has been
primarily driven by local Marina women,
which is so awesome to see.”
Valerie Benson, community volunteer
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Playing our Support card right
It is encouraging to report that the Marina da Gama
Support card initiative, which ExCom launched earlier
this year, is achieving its aims.
Briefly, this initiative provides selected people in the
Vrygrond and Capricorn areas with a personalised,
pre-loaded store card they can use at Pick n Pay to
buy essentials such as food, clothing and sanitary
products.

Please contribute!
To date, the Support card initiative has
raised almost R85 000 to pay for 51
cards through Siyakhula and R40 000
to pay for 25 cards through the Sozo
Foundation. ExCom has committed to
fund these cards at R200 every two
weeks for four months. Every R1 600 we
raise allows us to immediately issue one
more card.
Large or small, every contribution counts. We suggest
a donation of R200 every two weeks for nine weeks
using these bank details: Account name Marina Da
Gama Association; Bank Standard Bank; Account
type Current; Account number 27007525; Branch
number 051001; Reference Marina Support.

Dezi’s Physio &
Wellness Studio
Specializes in: Post operative rehabilitation; All
sports injuries, medical conditions (diabetes,
osteoporosis, weight problems), rehab with
pilates/physio equipment, fitness and nutrition,
joint and bone repair supplements

NEW! 12 week weight loss challenge
for obesity sufferers
DESIREE OMATICUS-SEGAL - HEALTH PRACTITIONER
BSc.,AAS (HEALTH)., NAHF UNIV.- OHIO-USA

HOME VISITS IN THE MARINA BY ARRANGEMENT
Ph. 0631074460 | Email. dezishealth@gmail.com
24 Uitsig Rd, Uitsig Peninsula, Marina Da Gama
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We introduced the card for two reasons. Firstly, and
most importantly: to build on the surge of goodwill
that Marina da Gama residents have shown towards
our less privileged neighbours during the lockdown
by stepping forward with tangible assistance.
Secondly: to show our neighbours that we are here
to support them through the additional hardships
that the coronavirus pandemic has inflicted on them.
ExCom believes this will help to win our neighbours’
trust and protect us from any negative consequences
if the current hardships provoke unrest. The decision
aligns directly with ExCom’s mandate to safeguard
the Marina’s reputation and security.
The initiative is managed on behalf of the ExCom
by respected local NGO, Siyakhula. It selects the
recipients with support from the Butterfly Art Project,
which is run by Marina resident, Angela Katschke.
The Sozo Foundation in Vrygrond is also involved in
the initiative.

Patrick McKenna

Engel & Volkers was
founded in 1977 and
operational in 30 countries
on 4 continents. We offer
world class service, advice
and expertise. We sell the
most beautiful properties
worldwide, one of the
reasons why we are right
here in Marina da Gama

nelson BUILDer RENOVATION,
roofing, waterproofing,
Bathroom Decorate & Tiling
I Nelson, (Building contractor & supervisor) work
with Eben Kuun (Architect) for 20 years.
Contact References: Eben Kuun Cell: 082 420 4624
Dallas Reeds Cell: 082 442 7091
Peter Right Cell: 082 320 1600

Contact Nelson (Contractor) : 072 123 9846

SMALLS

Electric-man
ELECTRICIANS
Est. 1980 | Licensed & Registered

Call Ian on 082 441 3751 | Email: electricman@iafrica.com

Professional counselling, coaching & therapy at the Marina.
(Masters level qualifications & experience). Overcome
the loss of a loved one, medical & financial challenges or
divorce. No problem is too big to gain mastery over. Email
susan@adimpact.co.za See upshiftentrepreneur.com/
business-life-coaching/
File of Life: Take personal responsibility for your estate - you
do not know when you will pass on so let us help you scan
and organise your important information and documents now.
Visit https://beforeisleep.life Call Susan 0722766222

Ages: 2 to 5 years old
Open: 7am till 5.30pm
School readiness programme
Qualified ECD Teacher

Mrs Wilson, 084 506 0274
Edukids123@gmail.com
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How 12 Days of Terror
marked the start of a
beachfront renaissance
Gerald Musikanth, Park Islander and
Co-Chairman of the False Bay Tourism and
Business Association (FBTBA), recalls how
the organisation helped to turn a film about
terrifying shark attacks into years of free
publicity that helped to transform Muizenberg’s
derelict Surfers’ Corner beachfront.
One morning, back in 2002, Gary Kleynhans of Gary’s
Surf Shop in Muizenberg, went for an early surf. Upon
returning several hours later, he found that his shopfront
had disappeared, leaving him with the bewildering
feeling that he had surfed back into a completely
different age in a totally different country.
In a sense he had. Because while Gary surfed, a visiting
movie company had transformed his shopfront and
the rest of Muizenberg’s then-derelict beachfront into
an early-20th century American seaside resort as they
prepared to shoot the feature movie, 12 Days of Terror.
The movie’s similarities to Steven Spielberg’s classic
movie, Jaws, are obvious. But while Jaws is set in
fictional Amity Island, New York, during the early 1970s,
the non-fictional events depicted in 12 Days of Terror
actually took place off the New Jersey, shoreline in
America during 1916.
Three to four weeks of picture-perfect weather
during and particularly after the 24-hour shoot drew
thousands of local and visiting onlookers to marvel at
the authentic vintage set, which the film producers left
in the custodianship of the FBTBA. This set turned out
to be one of Muizenberg’s biggest tourist attractions in
decades.
And while 12 Days of Terror may not have had the same
impact as Jaws, it has been flighted on national TV
several times and twice attracted full houses when the
FBTBA premiered it at the Masque Theatre and George
Whitefield College in Muizenberg.
On both occasions, we screened the original DVD that
the movie’s producer, Dennis Murphy, presented to the
FBTBA as a token of appreciation for the indispensable
support we gave him. It was his way of acknowledging
that without our organisation, the production would not
have been possible.
The benefits have worked both ways. Muizenberg’s
spectacular makeover by 20th Century Fox was the start
of its renaissance into the surfers’ paradise we know and
love today.
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Photos: provided by Gerald Musikanth.

Join the MDG NETWORK
– a WhatsApp group with a difference
If you are looking to join a neighbourhood
WhatsApp group with a difference – and a very
local focus – consider joining the MDG NETWORK.
The group focuses on five key areas: business/
networking, items for sale/wanted; environment; risk
management; and elders.

InfoBase CC
Financial Accounting, Bookkeeping
and related business
TEL: 021-7090871, MOBILE: 084-6680215
E-MAIL: infobase.cc@mweb.co.za
Work can be done at your premises or we can collect.

Summit Joinery

With exciting plans in the pipeline, it has quickly
attracted a healthy following and a membership list
that includes, among others, a graphic artist, film
maker, tax accountant, electrician, therapist, doctor,
yoga and ballet teachers and even a kindergarten
school.
You can find out more about the MDG
NETWORK’S ambitious aims and objectives in
your 6 June 2020 edition of the MDGA’s weekly
electronic newsletter.
For now, feel free to join the MDG NETWORK by
sending a WhatsApp message with a name and/
or business/service to 072 295 6649 or 083 357
5292. The group administrators can then send you
a Join Group link.

Custom built kitchens
Built in cupboards & units

David Hart 063 469 0969
summitjoinery@gmail.com
ANDEV PAINTERS

Slow, calming
and energising.
60+ classes
Lynne Abrahamson

082 626 1908

lynneabrahamson@gmail.com
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PAINTING
WATERPROOFING
HIGH PRESSURE
CLEANING
Andre Fourie
Ph/Fax: 021 701 0812
Cel: 083 275 5420
andevcoatings@gmail.com

Patrick McKenna

Where Passion meets Quality

Early one morning, we were on the southern shore of the
island, opposite the caravan park, when I was alerted
by a loud splashing noise, not unlike the sound of a dog
struggling in water.

Close encounters
of a bokke kind
With prospects for Park Island’s
reopening still in the balance,
Eastlake Islander Rob Willmot
recalls a memorable incident
with one of its resident steenbok.
His story is also a reminder of
how important it is to keep dogs
under control on the island.
I have fly fished regularly off Park Island
for years. Long before the lockdown,
when my previous Africanis dog, Zoe,
was still alive, we shared an encounter I
will always remember.
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Upon investigation, I was surprised to see a young
steenbok climbing out of the vlei before collapsing in
the long grass a few metres away from us. Panting
with exhaustion, she just lay there looking at me out of
those big, brown eyes with her ears upright.
Zoe was interested but sat calmly at my side, no doubt
sensing an animal in distress. There were other dogs
around, so we decided to sit a few metres away from the
steenbok and wait until she had recovered from what
appeared to have been a gruelling swim for survival.
We waited for about 20 minutes before she suddenly
stood up and, after a quick glance back at us, leapt up
into the taaibos and was gone.
I later learnt that the steenbok had been chased into
the water by two dogs by the bridge at the end of Park
Island Way. She emerged from the vlei beside us after
a swim of more than about 600 metres – no mean feat
for a small buck.
This brief encounter was a vivid reminder of why we
should really strive to appreciate and preserve the rare
and special wildlife we have in our area. Unforgettable!

Rob Willmot with his grandson, Luke,
and current dog, Lara, casts off from the
end of Halyard Walk, Eastlake Island.
(Photo: Patrick McKenna)

The neighbourhood
adventures of Flash
Canine internet sensations like Tucker Budzyn
have attracted millions of online followers
thanks to their endearing accounts of a dog’s
life. But could Tucker have a local rival? Kathy
Hook, who recently moved into the Marina with
her dog, Flash, sent us this account of their
lockdown adventures from his point of view.
Look out, Tucker!
The boss man on the telly, Mr Ramamphosabork, said
that we could walk, run or cycle between the hours of
6.00 am and 9.00 am. We are allowed to leave the hood
and to go within 5km of the house. I am so excited
because the girl hoomans that live with Rosie have said
that they would like to take me on their walk. I know
that they need a man to walk with them for protection
and that they have especially chosen me because of
my fierce demeanour. I am just the man they need. And
dogs can’t cycle.
The girls pick me up when it is still dark. But that’s
ok because we eat carrots so we can see in the dark.
And we head out on our awfully big adventure. Down
alleys, across great plains, down unlit roads and over
bridges. I run ahead to check the route and I run back
to report the situation is safe to proceed. I do double
the distance, but I am Flash and I don’t mind.
After not going on the beach (“NOT ALLOWED” the man
in uniform says), we walk to the bakery in Muizenberg
Village. There is a fine row of concrete bollards here,
all of which have been sprinkled with some of my fine
urine. In fact, I have left wee mail all over Muizenberg.
Then we stop at the “Hole in the Wall’ bakery. The
hoomans sit on the stairs and drink coffee. Rosie
and I do that sideways head thing, and after lots of “sit’
practice, we get treats.
And we get a drink of water. I let Rosie drink first: I am
foremost a gentlemandog. Then after she has had her
share of schlurp, and she has left some floaties in the
water, I get to drink. We also do some socializing with
other hounds of the hood; every dog has a tale to tell.

Me asleep with Scarlett.
I don’t know what alcohol is, but every dog reports that
their household has a shortage of it.
Then we weave through the village and head back
across the vlei. I am so happy. I do zoomies, I see birds,
I see lots of other dogs, I see their hoomans, I see little
hoomans on plastic bikes, I greet everyone like they are
my best friends in the whole wide world. I investigate
the water, I check all the bushes, I sniff some butt and I
wag my tail a lot. Fantastic Flash is on a mission.
Sometimes we bump into other members of the Marina
hood who are on their bicycles, and they fondle my ears
and say that I am a sweetie. I know, but it’s good to be
told. I get a warm feeling inside, and I wag my tail some
more.
One of my exciting adventures was when I saw a treat
supply inside a gate, and so when it opened, I went
in. The gate then closed, there were no treats and the
hoomans and I were separated by this huge, big gate.
I gave them my puppy dog eyes. They had to press
all the buttons until a man came out. Then they said:
“Please open the gate and let our dog out.” And the man
said: “He’s a fine chap, I think I’ll keep him.” So, they did
some negotiation, I did more puppy dog eyes and I was
released.
When we are homeward bound, and we are crossing
the Thibault Green Park, Rosie and I do more zoomies
and a lap of honour. Everyone starts walking faster
because the time to be home is soon, and the man in
uniform may be hiding behind a tree. Or the grumpy
lady may decide that she is head prefect and shout at
us.
The hoomans let me into my gate and hang my lead up.
I tell Scarlett and the cat all about my adventures, and
all the exciting things I’ve seen and done. Scarlett says:
‘Talk to the paw,’ and the cat gives me the cat look, and
shows me its backside.

Gib us dem treats pleez
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I go to sleep and dream nice doggie dreams. I am a
good booi. I do not have a ruff life.
(Photos: Kathy Hook)

Rainfall

June 2020 - 136mm
1-13 July 2020 - 108mm
(to 9.00am)

July (full months)
2016 - 112mm
2017 - 45mm
2018 - 77mm
2019 - 145mm
2020 - 108mm (13 July)

January-June

Patrick McKenna

2016 - 212mm
2017 - 175mm
2018 - 279mm
2019 - 274mm
2020 - 247mm
Many thanks to Peter Weir,
Eastlake Island.

LET US SHOW
YOU HOW TO
USE LESS WATER

Tel: (021) 788 5851

- We install irrigation from your
well point or borehole
- We create potted gardens to
assist with water saving

Marina directory
Ambulance ............................................................. 1 0177
Combat Force ............................................ 021 706 7775
Combat Force Park Island bicycle patrol ....072 265 0043
Deep Blue Security ......................................021 790 7901
False Bay Hospital ........................................021 782 1121
Fire station: Lakeside ...................................021 788 1843
Flying Squad ............................................................1 0111

Lande’s
Hardware
Stockists of sand, stone, lime, bricks, blocks,
cement, doors, doorframes, lintols, timber,
paint, plumbing, screws, nails, tools, electrical,
potting soil, compost and much more.
We also cut glass and keys
Visit our friendly store
Trading hours:
Mon - Friday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Friday close for lunch 12:30 - 1:30
Saurday 8:00 - 2:00
Sunday 9:00 - 1:00pm
CLOSE 3RD SUNDAY EACH MONTH
Telephone number: 021-7884025

Illegal activities at Zandvlei ..........................083 499 1717
Law enforcement .........................................021 596 1999
				
or 086 076 5423
Mountain Men Security ................................086 107 0000
National Security ..........................................086 102 1911
Parks and Recreation ...................................021 701 1233
Sewerage spill hotline (Lise Carswell) ..........083 292 7045
Poison Information Centre ...........................0861 555 777
Police: Muizenberg ......................................021 787 9000
City of Cape Town:
Call Centre.......................................086 010 3089
Emergencies ...................................107 (landline)
			
or 021 480 7700 (cell)
Fault reporting ................................. 086 103 054
Cape Town Emergency Line ........ 021 596 1999
Complaints to City of Cape Town:
eservices1.capetown.gov.za/coct/wapl/zsreq_app/

Crown Crab

Hymenosoma orbiculare
Growing to the size of a human hand, these
crabs have a flat round body with a small
triangular growth between the eyes. The tips
of the fingers and thumb are sharply pointed
and the hinge of the nippers smooth not
hairy. They are mottled with a brown body,
often overgrown with micro-algae. They
live in estuaries, including Zandvlei, and
lagoons, where they can survive for short
periods out of the water while tolerating
changes in salinity and temperature. They
feed on small crustaceans, their eggs
hatching into planktonic larvae, and grow
by moulting. As delicacies for the Clawless
Otter and Water Mongoose, Crown Crabs
contribute greatly to the food chain.

MARINA DA GAMA OFFICE
Shop 7, Eastlake Centre
Eastlake Drive, Marina da Gama
Mon-Friday 9am-12pm
Phone/Fax: 021 788 3311
marinadagama@iafrica.com
web: www.mdga.co.za

Find us on Facebook:
The Marina da Gama Association
Office Manager: Marcia Fritz
Standards Inspector: Robbie Johnston
standardsinspector@mdga.co.za

Nylandtia skilpadbessie
(Muraltia spinose)

CUT AND COLLECT

A beautiful, stiffly-branched, thorny
shrub with short, spike-like lateral
branchlets. Grows into a round bush
of approximately 1 meter, bearing
purplish or pink flowers. The fruits
are yellow to red, fleshy and edible.
Although astringent, they were eaten
by early inhabitants of the Cape and
are favoured by ostriches and other
animals, especially tortoises. Hence
their common name. They grow on
sandy flats from the West Coast to
the Eastern Cape and can be found
on Park Island, planted there during
its rehabilitation to a strandveld
environment.
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Cape Wagtail 18cm in size
(Motacilla capensis)

Common resident. Greyer than
other wagtails, it displays a broad
breast band and shorter tail. Its call
is a cheerful ‘tseep-eep or ‘tseep’. It
occurs singly or in pairs near water,
in suburban gardens, cities and
sewage works. Occasionally wagging
its tail, it walks about feeding on the
ground, where it often seeks out
insects. It is particularly attracted to
those inhabiting low-growing flowers,
such as vygies. If disturbed, it will
perch briefly on a tree, fence or wall.
Tame and confiding, this delicate and
enchanting bird is familiar to most
Marina residents.
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